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the citadel of chaos is one of the fighting fantasy gamebook series,
written by steve jackson and illustrated by russ nicholson. the

gamebook was first published in 1983, and was later republished in
2002. the gamebook was later adapted into a video game. while its
plot and gameplay are quite different than the rest of the books in
the series, it shares a common source in the fable series of books.
the first, the book of pleasure is a collection of medieval allegories
and fables published in 1618, not only giving names to the major

traditions of western literature, but also propagating the renaissance
mentality of pleasure, good and evil. its influence can be clearly seen
in the citadel of chaos . a big part of the philosophy behind the series

is as follows: “let there be games!” you get the gist. the citadel of
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chaos (and the rest of the books) is full of fantastic creatures and
magical battles. in the citadel of chaos, the reader is introduced to

the realities of war, life and death. unlike the rest of the books in the
series, this one can only be read in one sitting, which goes a long way
to proving that it succeeds in its intent. enjoyable and easy to read,

the gamebooks have a great presentation, illustrated throughout with
art by famed comic book artist and tin man games founder, ian
livingstone. similar to other gamebooks in this series by tin man

games, a few of the stories are of literary merit, but most are pretty
obscure, more like a handy collection of historic folk tales or fairy

tales to help make gaming more enjoyable. the tale of tales (february
9, penguin classics) is the story of prince charming, from whose many

adventures the gamebook series takes its name, and we see him
encounter a few different adventures, including a giant, a gypsy girl,

and a castle with dark secrets. 5ec8ef588b
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